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User Manual1202/1002Premium 12/10-Input 2 Bus Mixer Anin Mike Prayam, British Access and MultiFX Processor With This End User License Agreement (EUALA) Your There is a legal agreement between (you, your) (either an individual or a single entity) and music tribe IP Limited (Mg IP), with this EUALA as well as that software, which includes connected media and mg IP
internet based services (software). This could be with any modified or added software in EUALA. You agree to be bound by the terms of this EUALA by installing, copying or using software. If you do not agree, do not install, copy or use software. You can return it to the shopping place for a full refund, if applicable. 1. General 1.1. Software, documents, interfaces, content, fonts and
any data (original software), as well as your products, can be updated or changed by feature addition, Software updates, supplementaries, add-on components, Internet based services components or milligram ip to restore systems, whether in read-only memory, on any other media or any Also in other forms (the original software and software updates are called as software as a
whole) are not licensed, under the terms of this EUALA only used milligram IP and its license software maintain self-possession and not secure all rights given to you explicitly. In the software title, copyright and other intellectual property rights in The Milligram IP or its suppliers. This EUALA does not give you any rights to the trademark or service marks of the Milligram IP. 1.2. Mg
IP, at its own best, can provide future software updates for your product. Software updates, if any, essentially do not include all existing software features or new features that release milligramIP for new or other models of the product. This EUALA terms will monitor any software updates provided by The Milligram IP that replaces and/or supplements the original software, unless a
separate license software is updated, in which case the terms of this license will govern. 2. License Grant of 2.1. As per the terms and conditions of this EUALA, the Milligram IP thus gives you a limited, non-exclusive license to use software on your owner or control. Except for permission in section 2.2, and as long as it is provided in a separate agreement between you and The
Mg IP, this does not allow eula software to be available on more than one product at a time, and you cannot distribute the software available on a network where you cannot rent, lease, borrow, sell, redistribute or redistribute the software at the same time. 2.2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this EUALA, The Milligram IP has a limited non-exclusive license to you to
download any software updates that your model of Mg IP products has Or restore software on any product that you own or control. This EUALA does not allow you to update or restore any products, and you cannot distribute more available software updates from the network where they can be used by more than one device at the same time. If you download a software update on
your computer, you can create a copy of the software updates stored on your computer in machine readable forms for backup purposes only, provided that the backup copy must include all copyright or other ownership notices actually. 2.3. You acknowledge and agree that you may not be able to copy others (except as explicitly permitted by this EUALA), defile, resource engineer,
complete, software provided by software or attempt to code, modify or create any services, or any part of it (other than that and only to any extent above) Restriction sedate is prohibited by applicable law or can be applied to the extent the terms of open-the components included with software). Any attempt to do so is violating the rights of the MA-IP. 2.4. By stocking content on
your product, make you a digital copy. In some jurisdictions, it is illegal to make digital copywithout advance permission from the rights holder. You can use software to re-present the content so that as long as such use is limited to the use of un-copyed content, in which you own copyright, or content that allows you to re-offer or have legal permission. 2.5. You agree to use
software in compliance with all applicable laws, including local laws in the country or region in which you reside or in which you download or use the software. 2.6. Access to the use and specific features of the software may be required to apply for a unique username and password combination. 2.7. If you have to activate your copy of the software in the manner described during
the launch sequence, you may not be able to treat your rights in the software under this EULA. You may also need to reactivate the software if you modify your product or change the software. The Milligram IP will use these steps to verify a legally licensed copy of your software. If you don't use a licensed copy of the software, you can't install software or future software updates.
The Milligram IP will not collect personally recognizable information from your device during this operation. 2.8. With software that documents is licensed for internal, non-commercial reference purposes only. 3. Transfer: You cannot rent, lease, borrow, sell, redistribute, redistribute, re-provide business hosting services with software. However, you can create a permanent transfer
of all license rights to the software once Another end user in connection with the transfer of ownership of your product, provided: (i) The transfer must include your product and all software, including all its component parts, original media, print materials and this EUALA; (ii) you software, complete or In part, a computer or other storage device does not retain any copy, including the
stored copy; and (iii) it read receiving end user software and agrees to accept the terms and conditions of this EUALA. 4. Consent to use data: You agree that the milligram ip and its affiliates are collected, maintained, processed and used assessment, technical, use and relevant information as part of the product support services provided to you If any, soft-ma'am IP can only use
this information to improve its product or provide you with custom services or technology and will not personally reveal this information in a form that you identify. 5. Consent to use data: 5.1. To use software identified as an upgrade, you must first be licensed for software identified by The Mg IP as eligible for the upgrade. After the upgrade is installed, you can no longer use the
original software that is based on your upgrade ability, plus part of the upgraded software. 5.2. Mg IP, at its own best, can provide future software updates for your product. Software updates, if any, do not include all existing software features or new features that release milligramIP for new or other models of the product. This will monitor any software updates that change the
terms of euala, which contains milligrams provided by IP and/or supplements the original software, unless such software updates are with a separate license in which the terms of this license will govern. 6. Separation of ingredients: Mg IP licensesoftware as a single product. Parts of its ingredients cannot be separated for use on more than one product. 7. Not for The Panruikri
Software: Software not recognized for resale or for SALE or otherwise can't be transferred for sale or otherwise priced, or used for any purpose other than demonstration, test or evaluation. 8. Support Services: Provides as-is-is-AND-SUPPORT services for the MA-IP software. 9. Digital Certificate: Software functionality contains that it allows to accept a milligram IP or digital
certificate issued from third parties. Whether you are fully responsible for the decision or not to rely on a certificate whether the milligram ip or issued by a third party. Your use of digital certificates is at your sole risk. To the maximum permitted extent of applicable law, the Milligram IP does not represent any warranty or, express or indiuated, as any For purpose, in terms of digital
certificates, interms of accuracy, security or non-violation of third party rights. 10. Export Export Software is under export of rules and regulations. You agree to comply with all applicable international and national laws that apply to software, including exchange rules and regulations as well as end user, end use, and destination restrictions issued by the Grand of the Duchy off and
other governments. 11. Dismissal: This EUALA is effective until the end. Under this EULLA your rights will be automatically lost or otherwise will be effective without notice from the MA-IP if you have failed to follow any period of this EUALA. Upon the end of this EUALA, you will eliminate all use of software and destroy all the copy of the software and parts of all its components.
Parts 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 16 of this EUALA will survive any such elimination. 12. Warranty 12.1 denied. You clearly acknowledge and agree that, to the extent permitted by applicable law, the use of software is at your sole risk and the whole risk as satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy and effort is with you. 12.2. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law,
software and services provided by the software are provided as and as available, without all errors and warranties of any kind, and licenses of Milligram IP and Mamra IP besides denying all warranties and conditions in terms of software, Either express, intended or legal, including, but declared to be intended warranties and/or conditions, satisfactory quality, the fitness of a
particular purpose and/or circumstances, accuracy, quiet enjoyment, and non-violation of third party rights. 12.3. The Maarah-IP software does not guarantee against interference with your enjoyment, That the functions included in the performance by the software will meet your needs, software action will be disabled or free from error, that any service will be made available, this
error will be corrected or the software is compatible with or will work with any third party software, applications or third party services. Installing this software can affect the use of third-party software, applications, or third-party services. 12.4. You further acknowledge that the purpose of the software or not is appropriate for use in an environment where failure or delay of time, or in
error or error, may lead to material, data or information provided by the software, death, personal injury, or severe physical or environmental damage, including nuclear facilities, airplane navigation or communication systems, air traffic control, life support or weapons systems without operation. 12.5. Any oral or written information or advice given by a milligram IP or an authorized
representative will create a warranty. Software must prove to be faulty, you assume the full cost of all necessary service, repair or Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion of warranties or limitations on applicable legal rights of a user, so the above exclusions and limitations may not apply to you. 13. Liability Limit: To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, a
milligram ip in an event, its parent, affiliate or distributors, being responsible for personal injury, or any incidental, special, legal, indirect or resulting damages, whichever is involved, to no extent, profit or confidential or other information, corruption or data Damages to damage, failure to transfer or gain any data, business constraints or any other commercial losses or losses,
relating to or relating to or relating to your use or any third party software or applications software, however, for the reason, irregardless of the principle of liability (contract, loss or otherwise) and if so Milligram IP has been advised to likely such losses even if. Some jurisdictions do not allow the limit of liability for personal injury, or incidental or resulting damages, so, this limit may
not apply to you. In an event you will not have the total responsibility of the Milligram IP for all damages (as may be required by applicable law in cases involving personal injury) exceeding the amount of USD 50 (USD 50.00). The above limitations fail for its main purpose even if the above limit will apply. 14. Special Treatment: Full responsibility of The Ma-IP, For its parent,
affiliations and/or distribution and any other liability relating to this EULA or any other liability relating to the software, the option of the Mavara-IP, (a) refund of payment of (if any) for the software, or (b) repair or replacement of software that was found with a copy of your receipt you will receive the treatment selected by the Mg IP without charge, Also you are responsible for any
expenses you can make (for example, the cost of shipping software for mg IP). However, this treatment is not available if software failure results in accident, misuse, misapplication, unusual use or virus. 15. Third party software can be attached to third party software and data (third party software) software. You acknowledge and agree that you must stay by any contract orders
provided with third party software and is responsible for any warranty or liability by or related to third party software. Mg IP is not responsible in any way for third party software or its use. The MA-IP provides no express warranties as third-party software. In addition, the MA-IP clearly declared hardware with all the default warranties, including but not limited to the specific fitness
warranties, as it was. Third party software. The Milligram IP is not responsible for any damage to you or any other person, including, to no extent, any direct, indirect, incidental or consequent losses, expenses, lost profits, lost data or other losses arises out of use, misuse or the ability to use third party software. 16. Full agreement: This EUALA, and terms for any of the
supplementaries, updates, Internet based services and services you use to support, the entire contract for software configuration. 17. Applicable Law 17.1. Luxembourg's Grand Duchy of Laws, except for this conflict of law rules, oversees your use of this EUALA and software. Software can be used with other local, state, national or international laws. The uniform trade code
(UCC) and any other laws that request laws of another jurisdiction are clearly excluded. Any dispute in connection with or agenerating of this EULA will be cited and will eventually be resolved by a single mediator with mediation process, as thought by the new code of civil regulation. 17.2. This EULLA will not be modified or modified unless you are in writing by the Mg IP and will
bind either party to the signing. Any translation of this EUALA is made for local needs and in the case of a conflict between English and any non-English version, the English version of this EUALA will be government, to such an extent your jurisdiction is not prohibited by local law. 18. Miscellaneous: If any provision or wrong ness in this EUALA is illegal or inaction, in whole or part,
such arbitrary, invalidation, or inforciatity, the remaining provisions and its The section will not be affected, and incorrect, illegal, or inactive provision (a) will be revised so that applicable as such is applicable under the Luxembourg Law and/or any other applicable law. Copyright © 2021 Music Tribe Global Brands Limited All Rights Reserved. Privacy Policy . By using the Terms of
The Impert &amp; to copy the information of the use of the important image or any of the images attached below (picture), you acknowledge that you have read and understood, and agree that the image usage agreement (agreement) that controls your use of the image. If you do not agree to the terms of the agreements, you cannot copy or use the picture in any way. The use
agreement under the terms of this agreement, you can use the image only for the use of the authority or as an authorized distributors or re-salesr. This right to use you is personal for you and is not transfer edited by you to another party. The image cannot be used to promote or sell any products or technology (such as ads, brochures, book covers, stock images, T-sheets, or other
promotional trades) of authentic music tribe IP Limited You cannot use this picture in any way that may lead to goodwill about the reputation, or difference, health of the music tribe or its brands. You can't use the picture in any way that represents your relationship with the music tribe. You cannot modify the picture for any reason, completely or in part. Music Tribe IP Ltd is and will
remain the sole and exclusive owner of the image. You will not delete, change or obefuscati any of the photo related property condius, and with each use will be with the following attributes displayed next to the picture: Courtesy of Music Tribe IP Limited. The image music is provided by the tribe as 'foundation', without any warranty of any kind, including non-violation or ownership.
You are responsible for your use of the picture, and your photo is held free and harmful by any responsibility attached to your use of music tribe IP Limited. Any misuse of this contract image or violation would cause irreversible damage as the MUSIC Tribe's IP Limited, for which immediate or pre-injured assistance may be appropriate. Copyright © 2021 Music Tribe Global Brands
Limited All Rights Reserved. Privacy Policy . Usage &amp; Imperant Terms of Use
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